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ABSTRACT

The aim of this review is to give a survey of the use of high-power lasers for root canal cleaning and disinfection. There are two approaches: the first using a fiber in a dry root canal and exposing the root canal wall to the laser light with a spiral motion, and the other using the fiber in irrigant in the root canal or at the orifice. The laser-target interaction is different: a direct exposure of the substrate to laser light is the aim of the spiral motion, whereas the aim of the second technique is activation and agitation of the irrigant (laser activated irrigation / LAI). A limitation of the fiber is the straight forward emission. Modification of the fiber tip into a more conical shape allows for more lateral emission. This modification, however, does not result in far better cleaning and disinfection. Taking into account that all irrigants are water-based solutions, it is possible to create cavitation bubbles and to induce shockwaves and agitation in the irrigant with Erbium lasers. The newer technology allows for the use of low energy during a very short exposure time, resulting in high peak powers. Investigations on the latter topic have demonstrated that the creation of cavitation resulting in the induction of liquid agitation and shock waves in the irrigant may result in an in-depth cleaning and disinfection. Erbium lasers are the first choice for the activation of endodontic irrigants. Research in this respect has demonstrated that LAI performs “equal to” or “better than” ultrasonic activation. Other wavelengths with a solid absorption in water are now to be explored.

I. CONVENTIONAL APPROACH FOR CLEANING AND DISINFECTION OF THE ROOT CANAL SYSTEM

a) Root canal treatment: some critical thoughts regarding optimal cleaning and shaping – the first era of root canal irrigants.

The aim of root canal treatment is to maintain or obtain periradicular health, through the prevention or control of root canal infection, thereby keeping the tooth functional, without signs or symptoms of endodontic origin. Basically it comes down to “the prevention or the treatment of apical periodontitis”.

Root canal therapy involves the shaping and simultaneous cleaning of the root canal system, the space confined within the hard tissues of crown and root with a highly complex micro-anatomic structure. Preparation of this system includes both enlargement and shaping of the complex endodontic space together with its disinfection [1]. During this phase vital and/or necrotic tissues are removed from the root canal system; instruments will also help to remove (infected) root canal dentine as well as disrupt the biofilm when present; in cases of retreatment there is also the removal of non-metallic and/or metallic obstacles.

The role of root canal shaping has undergone a paradigm shift from one fulfilling a prime debriding function, to one regarded more as a radicular access to the complex root canal system, allowing an avenue for irrigants and root filling material [2]. As 35-53% of the root canal surface remains uninstrumented, the role of irrigants next to their flushing action is the debridement of the uninstrumented root canal walls [3-5]. In this respect it is worth mentioning that also anterior maxillary teeth have significant proportions of their root canal surfaces left uninstrumented [6].

A by-product of root canal preparation is the smear layer. It is formed wherever instruments exert their action on the root canal walls. The smear layer covers the instrumented root canal walls, and together with the debris that is produced by (rotary) instruments during shaping [7], it may block or be
packed in areas such as anastomoses, fins, isthmus, and canal irregularities as well as in dentinal tubules. Removal of the smear layer is advocated because this layer may harbor microorganisms [8], may prevent diffusion of irrigants or medicaments in these areas [9], and it may jeopardize a good three-dimensional obturation with sealer in tight contact with the root canal walls [10]. These findings are the basis of the traditional chemomechanical preparation protocol where root canal shaping is done in the presence of NaOCl (0.5 – 5%), frequently refreshed, and final rinses with EDTA and again NaOCl in order to allow a more profound cleaning and disinfection once the remaining debris, smear layer and smear plugs are removed (especially in these areas that were blocked by smear layer and in the open dentinal tubules) [11]. The combination of NaOCl and EDTA produces a synergistic effect, resulting in effective removal of the entire smear layer [12].

b) The second era of root canal irrigants

It is clear that irrigation is an essential part of root canal debridement because it allows for cleaning beyond what might be achieved by root canal instrumentation alone [5]. To date, there is no product irritant that meets all the requirements for an ideal irrigant, namely: (1) wetting and removal of debris, (2) destruction of microorganisms and their toxins, (3) dissolution of organic matter, (4) removal of smear layer and softening of dentine, (5) cleaning in areas inaccessible to mechanical cleansing methods [13]. Therefore, combinations of irrigants such as NaOCl and EDTA are used in order to overcome the limitations of the use of one single irrigant. Alternative chemical compositions have been proposed (e.g. MTAD, Qmix), but their benefit remains to be proven. Another important issue is the distribution of irrigants into the confines and extremities of the canal system. Specific focus is needed on the apical portions of (small) root canals and the isthmus areas. Traditional irrigation using a syringe-needle combination is limited in its 3D-spreading of the liquid. The irrigant does not reach further than 1-2 mm beyond the tip of the needle; the size and rigidity of the needle frequently does not allow insertion into the apical third, and removal of debris in lateral extensions or isthmuses is limited. Therefore, more effective irrigant delivery and agitation systems for root canal irrigation are developed [14]. Both manual agitation techniques and machine-assisted agitation devices are marketed (Fig 1).
Around 2005 the dental world was confronted with a reintroduction in endodontics of sonic and ultrasonic systems to agitate irrigants [15]. This has led to the introduction of passive ultrasonic irrigation (PUI). In vitro studies have shown PUI to be more efficient than conventional irrigation in the removal of pulpal tissue and debris [16–18], smear layer [19,20] and microorganisms [21–24]. PUI also increases the NaOCl reactivity and heats the irrigant [25]. It proves to be more efficient with greater apical taper [26] and works better in straight canals [27]. Oscillation of the instrument can be performed in the direction of the groove[28].

At present a generally advocated protocol is the one with a NaOCl-supported root canal preparation, EDTA rinse after the shaping procedure (contact time of 1 minute before refreshment) and final rinse with NaOCl, ultrasonically activated with PUI 3x 20 sec.

II. HIGH-POWER LASERS IN ENDODONTICS FOR CLEANING AND DISINFECTION OF THE ROOT CANAL SYSTEM

a) The first era – direct irradiation of the root canal walls through intracanal fiber placement and movement

The interest in lasers in endodontics arose because of different reasons: (1) light might reach areas inaccessible to instruments and chemicals, (2) monochromaticity will lead to wavelength-specific interactions, and (3) parallel bundle and pulsed mode may result in localized energy densities.

NIR LASERS:
- Nd:YAG (1064 nm)

Nd:YAG is the most investigated wavelength in endodontics. The first reports on the use of Nd:YAG in a root canal were published in 1984 [29] and 1985 [30,31]. More extensive research started in the beginning of the 1990's. The FDA approved the marketing of a free-running, pulsed Nd:YAG laser for soft-tissue surgical applications in May 1990. Since then Nd:YAG was also introduced for other indications.

When root canal walls are irradiated with an Nd:YAG laser, aspects of glazing, vitrification, melting and evaporation of the smear layer are described. These typical alterations of the surface morphology refer to thermal processes. Safety criteria were set: 1.5 Watt – 15 Hz – 100 mJ / application during 5 seconds in the root canal with a spiral motion of the fiber/ a dwell time of 20 seconds / procedure to be repeated 4 times [32]. Investigations demonstrated that the temperature at the root surface rose up to 38°C [33] with settings of 1.5 W – 15 Hz and application for 90 sec. Matsumoto et al. [34] emphasized the limitations of the use of a fiber in the root canal: uniform coverage of the root canal walls is impossible because the laser is emitted straight forward. In addition, transmission of radiation beyond the apex is to be avoided; a risk when the fiber tip is close to the apical foramen.

A critical analysis of the literature on Nd:YAG and root canal wall modification shows that glazing effects especially occur when no EDTA is used to remove the smear layer. Michiels et al. [35] demonstrated that the effect on the root canal wall after rinsing with EDTA is limited, small glass particles were found as a result of remains of the smear layer, the typical glazing affect were only seen in areas where the fiber has touched the root canal wall.

The antibacterial effect once again is merely based on temperature interactions with biofilm and microorganisms, unless the laser beam is exposed to black pigmented microorganisms such as P. Gingivalis [36]. Resultant heating of the substrate causes a local rise in temperature high enough to result in cell death of attached microorganisms. It is a question whether the rise in temperature at settings of 1.5 W – 15 Hz is high enough to result in substantial killing. The bactericidal effect is also decreased in curved canals [37] once again due to the need to use the optical fiber in a spiral motion. Meire et al. [38], in this respect, demonstrated that a total kill of a 1x108 was only possible with 1000 J. For E. Faecalis biofilms, Nd:YAG was less effective than Photoactivated disinfection with low power diodes.

Taking into account that there is no absorption in the root canal wall, an effect of Nd:YAG is registered up to a depth of 1000 µm in dentine at settings of 1.5 W and 15 Hz [39,40]. Bacterial reduction with NaOCl is seen at a depth of 100 µm [41].

The use of Nd:YAG can be advocated as a part of root canal treatment. Its use, however, must be seen more as an adjunct to conventional root canal decontamination procedures to compensate for the limitations of the irrigant(s) used.

The antibacterial effect of the Nd:YAG laser has been convincingly demonstrated. However, comparative studies in simulated root canal infections in vitro have shown that the effect is at best equal to or weaker than that of irrigation with sodium hypochlorite. Obtaining high enough energy densities required for effective disinfection over the entire root canal surface with the Nd:YAG laser remains difficult if not impossible. Therefore, using the Nd:YAG laser, a significant improvement in root canal disinfection over traditional root canal disinfection measures is not to be expected.
Diode lasers – high power use (810, 830, 940, 980 nm)

The interest of dentists in diode lasers today is greater because of its size as a compact device, lower cost and the possibilities of use in diverse areas in dentistry.

For as far as its effect is concerned the same conclusions as with Nd:YAG 1064 nm can be drawn. The study of Pirnat et al. [36] has demonstrated that the effect of 1.5 W - 20 Hz with an 808 nm diode laser (fiber diameter 300 µm) is comparable with the Nd:YAG. The effect of Nd:YAG on pigmented microorganisms was greater as with the diode laser.

The mechanism of high-power NIR laser bacteria inactivation was investigated by Hibst et al. [42] with a 940 nm diode laser. A comparison was made with warm water baths at the same temperature as gained by the emitted diode laser beam. They concluded that inactivation of E. Coli is solely based on a thermal process and they found no signs of photochemical interactions.

NIR LASERS AND THEIR BACTERICIDAL EFFECTS

The α of dentine is low in the NIR region [43]. High penetration depth is possible, though, high energy densities are required. Furthermore, obtaining high energy densities uniformly through the root canal is practically very difficult due to the need of a spiral motion with the optical fiber. The risk of thermal damage needs to be avoided with higher energy densities. Therefore, NIR lasers are probably not the most efficient lasers for root canal disinfection.

Erbium lasers (2940 nm Er:YAG / 2780 nm Er,Cr:YSGG)

Erbium lasers are the most suitable lasers for removal of dental hard tissue, since this wavelength correlates closely with the absorption maximum of hydroxyapatite, and it has the highest absorption in water of any dental wavelength. When irradiated, water contained in the dental hard tissues evaporates instantaneously and thereby ablates the surrounding tissues with only minimal thermal side effects [44,45].

Experimental studies on the efficacy of Er:YAG laser irradiation for cleaning root canal walls have already demonstrated that this type of laser is more effective in removing the smear layer than other laser types and endodontic irrigants [46,47]. The dentinal walls mostly show open tubules [48-51] and are free of debris or a smear layer [48,49,51]. The fiber can be used with minimal thermal side effects [52].

The laser effects depend, among other factors, on the power setting, the mode of energy delivery, the type and condition of the laser, the target tissue [53] and water cooling [54]. As the laser is used in a circular motion whilst withdrawing the optical fiber, in some of the areas irradiated, not all of the tubules are completely open [52,55]. Differences in power settings do not appear to result in significant differences in efficacy for removing the smear layer [49,56,57]. Using the Erbium fiber in a spiral motion within the root canal space, however, will not result in the exposure of the whole root canal surface to the laser beam.

For as far as the antibacterial effect is considered, Moritz et al. [58] demonstrated a higher efficacy than for Nd:YAG and Ho:YAG lasers. Furthermore, Schoop et al. [40] demonstrated a far higher bactericidal efficacy of the Er:YAG laser than of the Nd:YAG and diode laser in the deep layers of the dentine. These findings were confirmed by Yasuda et al.[37] demonstrating a higher bactericidal effect for Er:YAG as compared to Nd:YAG in straight and curved canals. The already mentioned limitations of exposure during the spiral motion of the fiber resulted in a higher bactericidal effect in straight than in curved canals.

Schoop et al. [59] used an infected tooth model and reported a bactericidal effect of the Er:YAG laser on all the species investigated. This effect was dependent on the applied output power and specific for the different species of bacteria. Moritz et al. [58](1999) obtained a 99.76 % reduction of intracanal bacteria with Er:YAG laser. Mehl et al.[60] (1999) found that Er:YAG irradiation of 45 [ was equally effective as the NaOCl treatment. Vezzani et al.[61] (2006) and Perin et al.[62] (2004) came to the same conclusion: no significant differences between Er:YAG laser treatment and NaOCl control. They all used an infected tooth model.

To overcome the limitations associated with the spiral motion of an Erbium fiber, Stabholz et al. [63] developed a side firing tip. This endodontic side-firing spiral tip is a hollow conical golden tip. The tip is sealed at its far end, preventing transmission through the apical foramen. It emits the Er:YAG laser irradiation laterally to the walls of the root canal through a spiral slit located all along the tip. Stabholz et al. [63] demonstrated smear layer and debris free and clean surfaces. The limitations of this tip, however, remain (1) the size: apical preparation up to size ISO 60 is needed and (2) the closed apical end: there is no exposure of the apical end of the prepared canal to the laser beam, which limits/inhibits removal of the smear layer.
b) The second era – part I: activation of the irrigant in the root canal and induction of cavitation and fluid motion – fiber in the canal: Conventional Laser Activated Irrigation or C-LAI

- Laser-Activated Irrigation (LAI) with Erbium lasers

A study of Blanken et al. [64] demonstrated that when an Er,Cr:YSGG laser is used within the canal with a plain endodontic tip (Biolase Z4 Endotip), fluid movement within the root canal occurs immediately following each pulse, with fluid speeds up to 100 km/hr. The working mechanism of the laser in the root canal was attributed to cavitation effects inducing these high speed fluid motions into and out the canal. The bubbles were created at settings of 12.5 mJ, 50 mJ, 75 mJ, 125 mJ and 250 mJ at 20Hz. A setting of minimal 75 mJ was needed to remove dye colored liquid out of the apical third. It was also demonstrated that the thermal components were moderate. However, the first high-speed photography images of these types of laser-induced bubbles were by Lautborn in 1972.

The mechanism of laser-activated irrigation has been described by Blanken and Verdaasdonk [65], Blanken et al. [64], de Groot et al. [66], Matsumoto et al. [67] and Gregorcic et al. [68] based on high-speed imaging methods. These recordings have demonstrated that there is vaporization of the irrigant resulting in high pressure vapor due to instant heating. This will result in the formation of bubbles, which expand and implode. Interesting from the endodontical point of view is that the process of the creation of bubbles is identical in both water and the sodium hypochlorite solution.

The energy of Erbium laser irradiation is almost completely absorbed in the irrigant solution to a thickness of 10 μm right beside the laser tip. The aqueous solution is instantly heated to a boiling point and turned into vapor in 1 microsecond. With the expansion of the vapor bubble, a void is formed in front of the laser light. The vapor bubble expands until irradiation ends. At the moment of the irradiation stop, the vapor bubble starts shrinking. The liquid surrounding the bubble then flows inside the decompressed vapor gap. At this moment of implosion, pressure waves traveling at supersonic speed (shock waves) in the beginning and at sonic speed (acoustic waves) later are generated [69]. There is also formation of a high-speed liquid jet during the bubble collapse, as a result of the bubble-substrate and/or bubble-free surface interaction [70] and [71]. After total collapse of this large vapor bubble, a number of new smaller cavitation bubbles are seen. These bubbles are formed due to an abrupt and extensive change of the pressure of the water around the laser fiber tip, nucleating a number of new cavitation bubbles. This phenomenon is generally called a rebound. The second cavitation bubbles are much smaller than the first vapor bubble. Also these secondary cavitation bubbles may collapse, forming even smaller bubbles, which can disappear repeatedly in decreasing numbers. Matsumoto et al found that the number of cavitation bubbles and the frequency of cavitation appearance were higher in a root canal model than in free water.

In this set-up, the laser tip is inserted inside the root canal and irradiation is performed within the liquid. Collapsing shock waves and rapid streaming caused by laser-induced bubbles are responsible for the cleaning process. A free expansion of the bubble laterally, however, is not possible in the root canal, and hence the irrigant is pushed forward and backward in the canal. Since the irrigant solution obstructs the expansion of the vapor in the forward direction, the bubble grows backwards along the fiber. The pressure inside the bubble remains high for a long time, since it has to fight against the resistance of the water which has to be displaced in the small canal. This process delays the dynamics of expansion and implosion compared to a free water situation. In a previous study it was demonstrated that this process takes 3 times longer [65]. So the lateral and forward expansion in the root canal is limited by the root canal wall, while the backward expansion is blocked by the fiber, making the lumen of the canal even smaller. These differences with a free water situation result in the creation of shear stress along the wall of the canal, which increase the cleaning action of the irrigant. Moreover, the secondary cavitation bubbles are activated by subsequent laser pulses, and when located along the root canal wall, their implosion creates microjets perpendicular to the wall with very high forces locally. This mechanism might also contribute to the disruption of cells and the smear layer at the wall.

Different laser parameters are influencing the cavitation phenomenon:

1. The pulse energy will influence the life time and the size of the bubble.
2. The size of the bubble will increase with increase of the diameter of the fiber.
3. The pulse length determines the size, and to a lesser extent, the shape of the bubble. Shorter pulses yield wider bubbles. The size of the bubble decreases with longer pulses.
4. The fiber tip shape to a great extent determines the shape of the cavitation. Plain fiber tips result in prolate spheroidal bubbles. One pole of the spheroid is located at the fiber tip, the other one is...
located a few millimeters distally of the tip. Tapered fiber tips result in more spherical bubbles, with the fiber tip acting as the center of the sphere. A conical tip with flat end will result in an apple-shaped bubble.

5. The influence of pulse frequency is not investigated. Frequencies of 15, 20 and 35 Hz have been used. Increases of frequency may result in an overlap of pulse effects and waves. A problem is that a number of lasers have a fixed frequency.

When the laser fiber tip is used inside the canal at distances of 5 mm of the apex, subablative settings are used. In the studies evaluating removal of debris in simulated canal irregularities, pulse durations from about 140 microseconds for the Er,Cr:YSGG (Waterlase, Biolase; Ervine, CA, USA) to 250 microseconds for the Er:YAG (Versawave, Hoya ConBio; Fremont, Ca, USA) have been used. The length of a pulse is important, as decreasing the pulse duration with the same energy will result in higher peak powers.

Application of LAI with the fiber in the canal, be it stationary [72-74] or in up and downward movement over a distance from 1 mm up to 4 mm from the apex [66], has resulted in a better removal of debris in simulated canal irregularities compared to the use of PUI. The apical smear layer is also removed better (George et al. 2008).

- **Laser-Activated Irrigation (LAI) with Erbium and apical extrusion**

George and Walsh [75] in an in vitro dye study, reported extrusion of irrigant when using both Er:YAG and Er,Cr:YSGG lasers as well as with needle irrigation (conventional needle 25 G and Max-1-Probe). There were no significant effects for the variables of laser type (Er:YAG with 400 micron flat tip at 1 W for 5 sec = Er,Cr:YSGG with 400 micron conical tip at 0.75 W for 5 sec) or optical tip design (straight = conical ends). The variable of distance of the instrument tip from the apex was only significant for the two needle groups (5 mm > 10 mm) but not for any of the laser groups.

In all laser groups, considerable apical extrusion occurred, with the maximum distance of extrusion from the apex being some 90 mm. The maximum concentration of dye (measured by pixels per grid square) was observed at a distance of 20 mm from the apex in all laser experimental groups. There was a three-fold increase in dye extrusion in the ISO #20 apex group versus the ISO #15 group when matched for the same laser system, fiber design, and distance from the apex.

Overall, for the same apical foramen size, there was no statistically significant difference between the various laser groups and the conventional needle control in terms of the volume of fluid extrusion. However, with the laser treatments, the irrigant was distributed further from the apex by a factor of approximately four times.

George and Walsh [75] concluded that pulsed erbium lasers can create pressure waves of sufficient force to propel microdroplets of aqueous irrigant beyond the apical constriction, especially when the apical foramen is larger or when the fiber is positioned too close to the apical foramen. Thus, caution should be used when using such lasers in combination with irrigants such as sodium hypochlorite.

- **Laser-Activated Irrigation (LAI) with Diode-lasers**

Hmud et al. [76] examined whether near infrared 940 and 980 nm diode lasers (Biolase Ezlase and Sirona Sirolaser, respectively) could induce cavitations in aqueous media (distilled water, water, aerated tap water, degassed distilled water, ozonated water, 3 and 6% hydrogen peroxide). It appeared that both diode laser systems could induce cavitation in water-based media by the formation and implosion of water vapor. Laser power played a more important role than pulse frequency or pulse interval. These cavitations, however, developed after several seconds of laser operation and were visible to the human eye with the aid of light and magnification. This clearly differs from the action of erbium lasers, where the bubble forms instantly (only a few microseconds after onset of the pulse) at the fiber tip and is invisible to the human eye because it exists for only a few hundred microseconds (Blanken et al. 2009).

Deleu et al. [74] investigated cavitation with a 980-nm diode laser (Fox diode laser, A.R.C. laser GmbH, Nürnberg, Germany). Bubble formation was only observed beyond 7 W. However, this setting can present serious concerns towards thermal safety in the clinical situation and should be considered inappropriate. In this study, the diode laser was significantly more effective at removing debris from the groove than conventional syringe irrigation, but significantly less effective than the Er:YAG laser with conventional fiber (Deleu et al. 2013). The bubble formation for the diode laser was limited to the area just around the fiber tip and was considered more to be the result of steaming than of generation of vapor bubbles (cavitation).

- **Laser-Activated Irrigation (LAI) with Nd:YAG 1320 nm**

This Nd:YAG laser operates at a higher wavelength than the classical Nd:YAG laser of 1064 nm. This higher wavelength may result in a better absorption in water, and hence the formation of cavitation bubbles.
Moon et al. [77] using 1320-nm Nd:YAG laser activation with either NaOCl or EDTA demonstrated a better sealer penetration into dentinal tubules than NaOCl irrigation alone and as effective as EDTA final flush. Additional use of laser with EDTA did not improve the quality of obturation in the curved canals.

c) The second era – part II: activation of the irrigant in the root canal and induction of cavitation and fluid motion – laser fiber hovering over the root canal orifice: Hovering Laser-Activated Irrigation or H-LAI

- **Erbium lasers**

  In 2010, DiVito introduced another design of the erbium laser tip, the so called PIPS-tip, which stands for "Photon-Initiated Photoacoustic Streaming" [78]. This tip has a tapered radial firing end with the distal 3 mm of the polyamide sheath removed. In comparison to other tips, the PIPS tip is to be held in the pulp chamber, instead of being inserted into root canal. Pulsed laser operation induces photoacoustic shockwaves in the irrigant which travel throughout the RC system and allow their 3-D movement. Using low, sub-ablative pulse energies (only 10 or 20 mJ) the PIPS technique minimizes undesirable thermal effects on the dentinal walls seen with other methodologies. The use of very short (50 microseconds) laser pulses results - even with low pulse energies - in high peak powers, enables this powerful physical phenomenon, resulting in increased debris and smear layer removal with minimal or no thermal damage to the organic dentinal structure.

  Evaluation of the PIPS technique has been performed in vitro both in EDTA and in NaOCl showing a three-dimensional reduction of the bacterial load and its associated biofilm in the root canal system [79, 80]. With conical tips the optodynamic energy conversion efficiency is three times higher in comparison to when flat tips are used.

  A comparison between the PIPS tips 400/14 & 600/9 versus the XPulse tips 400/14 & 600/14 (both Fotona, Ljubljana, Slovenia) demonstrated that the tips (PIPS versus XPulse and with the same fiber diameter) demonstrated comparable results for debris removal out of a root canal wall groove model with the tips at the level of the orifice and when pulse energy was kept identical for the fiber diameter (20 mJ or 40 mJ) respecting a pulse time of 50 microseconds. The setting at 40 mJ performed better than at 20 mJ. Care however has to be taken with the 40 mJ energy. The present findings are based on yet unpublished data from the Ghent Dental Photonics Research Clustre.

- **Apical extrusion**

  Peeters and Moodutu [81] investigated irrigant extrusion with LAI in vivo. Endodontic treatment of necrotic teeth was performed using radio-opaque NaOCl as the irrigant, activated with an Er,Cr:YSGG laser at 1W and 35Hz (28.5 mJ) with a plain quartz tip of 400 μm diameter hovering above the orificium (60s for teeth with one canal or two canals and 120s for teeth with three or four canals). This clinical study did not show evidence of apical extrusion after laser activation of the irrigants.

III. CONCLUSION

There are today two approaches to using endodontic fibers for root canal cleaning and disinfection.

The first approach is to use the fiber in a dried root canal. Due to the straight forward laser beam, a spiral motion with the fiber is needed in order to expose the root canal wall. Removal of debris and smear layer, and interaction with the biofilm is possible. The effect of NIR lasers is predominantly based on photothermal interaction. With MID lasers ablation damage is possible, although subablative energies are recommended.

The second approach is the use of the fiber in the irrigant itself. This can be done in the root canal or in the pulp chamber at the level of the orifice. The aim is to create cavitation or liquid motion (laser-activated irrigation / LAI). Cavitation is based on the creation of vapor bubbles. Liquid agitation is possible thanks to expanding and imploding bubbles. With the present day technology it is possible to use low energy and short activation times. The combination results in the creation of high peak powers. The result is the agitation of the liquid without risk of thermal damage. Care, however, has to be taken. Although there are no clinical reports published yet on the risk of over-extrusion of the liquid, it is clear that violent fluid agitation is possible with erbium-lasers. LAI has also been proven to be at least as effective but even better than ultrasound for biofilm removal and debris removal.
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